It’s not my job: Compensatory effects of procedural justice and goal setting on proactive preventive behavior
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Abstract
In two experiments, we examined the function of procedural justice in signaling individuals’ value to the group by arguing that individuals treated fairly are more likely to engage in proactive preventive behavior, a behavior that involves proactively revising or correcting the mistakes and intentional deceptions of coworkers. In addition, we extend Staw and Boettger’s (1990) work on task revision and demonstrate that procedural justice and goal setting have compensatory effects, such that procedural justice can be combined with performance goals to reap the valuable aspects of goal setting while minimizing some of the unintended side-effects. Our findings also contribute to the ongoing discussion of the mixed effects of goal setting, as well as the effects of multiple goal assignment.
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Introduction
Beyond reactive citizenship behaviors, such as compliance with norms and helping those who express need (e.g., Borman & Motowidlo, 1993), proactive behavior of employees is also increasingly needed. Proactive behaviors are anticipatory actions initiated by employees to impact themselves and their environment and have been regarded as critical drivers of organizational effectiveness (Grant & Ashford, 2008; Parker & Collins, 2010). Proactive behavior has typically been understood as an attempt to make positive changes to promote the self or the organization (i.e., proactive promotive behavior), such as offering help without being asked (Rioux & Penner, 2001), seeking feedback from and expressing promotive voice to supervisors (Ashford & Cummings, 1985; LePine & Van Dyne, 2001; Liang, Farh, & Farh, 2012), and taking initiative on setting goals (Frese & Fay, 2001).

While proactive behavior directed at promoting self or collective goals and enhancing status (i.e., from good to better) is thought to be essential for high performing organizations, other forms of proactive behavior directed at preventing the self or collective from harm (i.e., from wrong to right) may be equally important for maintaining the integrity of a firm. These latter behaviors can be thought of as proactive preventive behaviors and may include such actions as taking initiative to blow the whistle on illicit behavior (e.g., Gundlach, Douglas, & Martinko, 2003), speaking up to ensure low quality, harmful, or unsafe products are not released to the public (i.e., prohibitive voice, Liang, Farh, & Farh, 2012), and revising flawed or deceptive work
by others (Staw & Boettger, 1990). Indeed, the importance of proactive preventive behaviors is evidenced by their presence in large corporate scandals involving outright fraud in Enron and WorldCom (Brickey, 2003), and by their absence in unsustainable risk taking at Lehman Brothers (Rappaport & Rapoport, 2010) and quality problems at Toyota (Cole, 2011). Although much research has been conducted to understand when and how employees will conduct proactive promoting behaviors, such as organizational citizenship behavior (e.g., Organ & Ryan, 1995) and voice (e.g., Morrison, 2011), far less is known about proactive preventive behaviors which are relatively more challenging and involve more risk (e.g., correcting wrongdoing).

Employees look at the workplace environment to determine what is expected of them in terms of tasks and behaviors. In this way, organizations tend to regulate employee behavior through both formal goals or performance management and also informal norms or values (Shantz & Latham, 2011; Kuvaas, Buch, & Dysvik, 2016). Formal performance management and goal setting primarily define employees’ in-role behaviors (Griffin, 1987), but proactive behaviors are usually not formally stated within job descriptions. As such, organizations must rely primarily on the help of informal norms and values to encourage employees’ proactive behavior, especially in the domain of proactive preventive behaviors that involve correcting wrongdoing and require more initiative. One way in which an organization signals its norms and values to employees is through organizational justice, which has been found to be positively related to proactive behavior (for a review, see Van Dyne, Cummings, & Parks, 1995), including organizational citizenship behavior (Moorman, Niehoff, & Organ, 1993; Organ & Moorman, 1993) and employee helping behavior (Yang, Mossholder, & Peng, 2009). When employees perceive that they are treated fairly, they seem to broaden their work domain beyond their formally stated prescribed roles and view proactive behavior as part of their job responsibility (Parker, 2000), which might therefore spur more proactive preventive behavior.

The aim of the current investigation is to deepen understanding of when and why employees act proactively to protect themselves, the firm, and other stakeholders from potential harm. We draw on the group-value model of procedural justice (Tyler & Blader, 2000) to argue that individuals look to justice information when expanding their prescribed roles to include proactive preventive behavior in the form of identifying and correcting the deceptive claims of others. We propose that employees consider the perceived level of procedural justice of decision makers as information regarding their value to the group. Such information will in turn expand or contract the domain in which individuals are willing to exercise discretionary effort and perform more proactively on behalf of the group (Tyler & Blader, 2000). Thus, we expect that individuals who perceive a high level of procedural justice will be more likely to engage in proactive preventive behavior.

We also propose that procedural justice is especially likely to influence proactive preventive behavior when formal behavioral requirements concerning integrity are uncertain. We examine the role of goal setting, as goals and their associated rewards make salient to an employee the specific aspects of performance that are valued and required by the organization (Locke & Bryan, 1969; Locke & Latham, 1984; 1990; Kanfer & Ackerman, 1989; Staw & Boettger, 1990). When behavioral expectations of integrity are explicitly advocated through the type or content of goals, we propose that the informational value of procedural justice is reduced and its effect on proactive preventive behavior will therefore be attenuated. But when a goal is assigned that focuses on tasks other than integrity, such as a specific technical goal, a vague goal, or multiple goals, we argue that individuals who are treated fairly will have a broader view of their roles and responsibilities than those who are treated unfairly, and will therefore be more likely to perform proactive preventive behavior. Together, these arguments suggest that procedural justice will have a positive influence on proactive preventive behavior, although the influence may be confined to situations where behavioral expectations of integrity are uncertain. We test these proposed relations among procedural justice, goal content, and proactive preventive behavior in two experiments.
By integrating procedural justice and goal setting as potentially compensatory mechanisms for influencing proactive preventive behavior, we contribute to the theoretical understanding of a critical but understudied domain of proactivity (e.g., Parker, 2000; Frese & Fay, 2001; Rioux & Penner, 2001; Parker, Williams, & Turner, 2006; Grant & Ashford, 2008; Parker & Collins, 2010).

In addition, our paper speaks to procedural justice scholars interested in how the group-value model (e.g., Tyler, 1989; Conlon, 1993; Tyler, Degoe, & Smith, 1996; Restubog, Hornsey, Bordia, & Esposo, 2008) and uncertainty-management model (Van den Bos & Lind, 2002) operate in the domain of proactive preventive behaviors, which carry more risk and require more initiative than the more frequently studied proactive promotive behaviors. Finally, we contribute to the ongoing theoretical discussion about the mixed effects of goals, which focus attention on performance in some areas at the expense of others (Locke & Bryan, 1969; Kanfer & Ackerman, 1989; Shah & Kruglanski, 2002; Locke & Latham, 2009; Ordonez, Schweitzer, Galinsky, & Bazerman, 2009).

We investigate an approach by which goals can be combined with procedural justice to reap the valuable aspects of goal setting while minimizing some of the unintended negative side effects.

**Theory and Hypotheses**

**Proactive preventive behavior**

The overall domain of proactive behavior has been operationalized in many different ways, including, for example, selling issues (Dutton & Ashford, 1993), seeking feedback (Ashford & Cummings, 1983), breaking rules (Morrison, 2006), revising tasks (Staw & Boettger, 1990), and expanding roles (Nicholson, 1984). In their review of the topic, Grant and Ashford (2008) define proactive behavior as ‘anticipatory action that employees take to impact themselves and/or their environments’ (p. 8). Compared with reactive behavior, proactive behavior is future-focused (Frese & Fay, 2001) and intends to have a discernible impact on the actor and/or the environment (Grant, 2007). More importantly, proactivity is not the same as pro-social or extra-role behavior. Indeed, some proactive behavior may be antisocial, such as an individual who devises and executes a plan to steal from a company. In addition, with ambiguity in the specification of prescribed activities, a proactive behavior may be in-role or extra-role depending on how they are construed by the employee (Grant & Ashford, 2008). An employee can proactively find a new way to perform the prescribed job more efficiently. As discussed later, it is the effect of justice on the conceptualization of proactive behavior as being ‘in-role’ that increases its likelihood in the workplace.

Within the organizational literature, research has tended to focus on proactive behaviors which may promote (e.g., Ashford, Blatt, & VandeWalle, 2003) or harm (e.g., Spector & Fox, 2002) the actor, other people, or the collective. Indeed, employees are often expected not only to perform effectively within their narrowly prescribed role but also to go beyond their role expectations or monitor and correct the performance of colleagues and superiors. For example, when providing a colleague feedback on a research paper, one may make technical corrections, such as grammatical errors or typos, before sending the paper to a journal, and therefore help to reduce errors and improve the quality of the project. Such feedback is likely to be promotive. Alternatively, the same coauthor may identify distortions of data or ensure that content and ideas taken from others are credited appropriately. Such actions are more prevention-focused, as decisions to rectify such errors concern about the truthfulness of content, particularly if the recipient of the deceptive content can be harmed by relying on it. Research on such proactive preventive behavior is as critical as that on proactive promotive behaviors, if not more so, as the consequence of not proactively performing such preventive behavior could be severe. As previously mentioned, the tragedy of Toyota’s quality problems with regard to unintended acceleration issues coupled with floor mat problems (Cole, 2011) could have been avoided, if a Toyota employee conducted proactive preventive behavior by recognizing and reporting the problem.
Research on proactive behavior has documented a variety of its antecedents. In their extensive review of the topic, Grant and Ashford (2008) specified three antecedents: accountability, ambiguity, and autonomy. Specific job-related factors such as work stressors, time pressure, and affective experiences (Fay & Sonnentag, 2002; Fritz & Sonnentag, 2009) have also been found to be positively associated with personal initiative and taking charge at work. Moreover, personal factors, such as proactive personality (Parker, Williams, & Turner, 2006), control orientation (Fay & Frese, 2001), and positive mood (Fritz & Sonnentag, 2009) have been found to encourage employees’ proactive behavior in different forms. Sonnentag (2003) further found that employees’ recovery from daily work at night was positively related to their next day’s proactive behavior such as personal initiative and pursuit of learning. It is also possible that personal factors could interact with situational factors to affect employees’ proactive behavior, as noted by Grant and Ashford (2008). Yet all of the aforementioned research pertains primarily to proactive promotive behavior, whereas relatively less has been examined regarding the antecedents of proactive preventive behavior. In the few extant studies in this area, Sims and Keenan (1998) found that supervisor support, informal policies, and ideal values were related to external whistleblowing. Also, Staw and Boettger (1990) found in their experiments that accountability increased participants’ task revision behavior.

**Procedural justice and proactive preventive behavior**

Procedural justice pertains to fairness of the process by which organizational outcomes are determined (Thibaut & Walker, 1975). When people feel the process used to determine outcomes is fair, they are more willing to accept the decision (e.g., Greenberg, 1987), more satisfied with the procedure (e.g., Thibaut & Walker, 1975), and more willing to remain in the group (e.g., Brockner, Tyler, & Cooper-Schneider, 1992) and help the group (e.g., Tyler & Degoe, 1995). The group-value model of procedural justice, which is derived from social identity theory (Tajfel, 1978; Tajfel & Turner, 1986), suggests that the positive effects of procedural justice occur because fair process conveys identity-related information to the individual (Lind & Tyler, 1988; Tyler & Lind, 1992). This model assumes that people are concerned about their long-term relationship with organizations and authorities. A high level of procedural justice from decision-making authorities communicates information that the individual is a respected and valued member in the group (Lind & Tyler, 1988; Tyler & Lind, 1992). The group-value model further suggests that people feel pride in such membership and will care a great deal about the group (Tyler, 1989). This can lead to a desire to pay back to the group and the organization by engaging in organizational citizenship behaviors (Moorman, Blakely, & Niehoff, 1998) and other behaviors that benefit the group, such as working overtime or helping in emergencies (O’Reilly & Chatman, 1986; Restubog et al., 2008). In other words, group identification is ‘psychologically rewarding’ in and of itself (Tyler, 1989: 831). This is because groups provide not only material resources but also provide emotional support and a sense of belonging, which are important sources of self-validation (Festinger, 1954).

We argue that when procedural justice is high, individuals will engage in greater proactive preventive behavior. That is, when people believe that they are valued members of the group, they want to perform proactively to help achieve group goals. One way to do this is through job-crafting, which entails proactively changing the task and relational boundaries of their job (Wrzesniewski & Dutton, 2001). This is feasible in many situations, because information about job boundaries, the meaning of work, and work identities are not often fully described in formal job requirements. Thus, in an effort to maintain their group membership, individuals who are treated fairly are likely to craft the job in a broader scope to include various behaviors that will benefit the group, including preventing wrong information from being released by identifying and correcting any misinformation of superiors or other colleagues.
On the other hand, when individuals feel they are being treated unfairly by the organization or its decision-making authorities, the group-value model suggests that they will feel devalued in the group and consequently may dis-identify with the group (Lind & Tyler, 1988; Tyler & Lind, 1992). Such individuals are, in turn, less willing to conduct desirable behaviors toward the group. Instead, they are likely to define their jobs more narrowly and only perform the minimum that is specified in their job description or their assigned task goals.

Based on the above discussion, we propose the following hypothesis:

Hypothesis 1: Procedural justice will be positively related to proactive preventive behavior.

The interactive effect of procedural justice and goal setting

In addition to the value of procedural justice as a way of encouraging proactive preventive behavior, organizations use other ways to communicate job expectations to employees. Indeed, the type of performance goals that are assigned to employees is a common way of providing explicit information to employees ‘about what behavior is valued and appropriate’ (Staw & Boettger, 1990: 555). Despite the clear motivational and performance benefits of setting well-defined goals, empirical research also suggests that the lure of goal attainment can also lead to increased risk-taking (Knight, Durham, & Locke, 2001; Larrick, Heath, & Wu, 2009), dishonest reporting of performance (Jensen, 2003; Schweitzer, Ordonez, & Douma, 2004), and reduced helping behavior (Wright, George, Farnsworth, & McMahan, 1993). In addition, Ordonez et al. (2009) argued that ‘the very presence of goals may lead employees to focus myopically on short-term gains and lose sight of the potential devastating long-term effects on the organization’ (p. 8). These mixed consequences may suggest that the impact of goals is likely to be contingent on the particular information that is communicated by the goal content (Locke & Latham, 2009).

Unfortunately, the complexity of organizations suggests that there will be many instances when goal content is not fully or clearly specified, such as when goals only emphasize one type of task performance at the expense of others, or when multiple potentially conflicting goals are in play. Thus, behavioral norms and expectations would be unclear or ambiguous for people. In such situations when goals do not offer clear guidelines on behavioral expectations, we draw on the group-value model (Lind & Tyler, 1988; Tyler & Lind, 1992) and the uncertainty management model (e.g., Van den Bos & Lind, 2002) to argue that procedural justice can be used as a signal for informing employees of whether they should voluntarily expand their job boundaries to conduct proactive helping behaviors that enhance the group’s well-being. Although a goal may be quite specific about the desired task performance, it may still lack information about integrity or ethical expectations, leaving employees to experience ambiguity with respect to ethical performance. In such situations, people may rely on information from their social context that they can use to effectively deal with uncertainty. Fairness-related information thus serves as a useful heuristic when an employee is missing a critical piece of information. For instance, fairness information has been used as a heuristic substitute to decide the trustworthiness of the authority when one does not have direct experience with that authority (Van den Bos, Wilke, & Lind, 1998).

We thus propose that procedural justice should have the strongest effect on proactive preventive behavior (e.g., correcting coworker or supervisor deception) when goals convey uncertainty about such behavioral norms, such as goals focused on specific performance outcomes other than integrity of the content, nonspecific goals, or when multiple goals are assigned. However, when individuals receive goals focused on truth and accuracy of content, the norm with respect to proactively preventing wrong information to be released is already communicated and the informational value of procedural justice would therefore be reduced. In sum, we predict the following interaction of procedural justice and goal setting:

Hypothesis 2: Procedural justice will interact with goal assignment to influence proactive preventive behavior such that the positive relationship between procedural
justice and proactive preventive behavior will be stronger when individuals are assigned (1) a goal focused on specific task performance other than truth and accuracy, or (2) a nonspecific ‘do your best’ goal, or (3) multiple goals, relative to when individuals are assigned goals focused on truth and accuracy.

In the following section, we present two studies designed to test the hypotheses developed earlier. In Study 1, we gave participants a brochure and manipulated goal content by assigning individuals a goal that was focused on grammar, or focused on truthfulness and accuracy of the content, or did not specify a particular aspect of task performance (i.e., ‘do your best’), and we manipulated procedural justice to assess its direct and interactive effects on task revision. To further explore these relationships, Study 2 again used the brochure methodology but operationalized procedural justice as a measured (rather than manipulated) variable and introduced a new condition where uncertainty stemmed from having more than one goal assigned (i.e., both grammar and truthful content goals).

Study 1
Method
Participants
We recruited 206 undergraduate students from a management course at a large southern university to participate in our study. Participants were told that their participation in this study was voluntary, and confidentiality was guaranteed. Among the participants, 54 percent were female, 98 percent were between 19 and 22 years of age, and 91 percent were Caucasian. Participants received extra credit in their management course and received an opportunity to win a $100 lottery prize for participating in this study. Participants were told that they would be given lottery tickets for the $100 prize after participating in the study, but the number of lottery tickets that they received would be based on their performance in the study (i.e., higher levels of performance would result in more lottery tickets and a greater chance to win the $100).

Procedures
The study was conducted in two phases. In the first phase, participants were asked to complete an online questionnaire that contained control variables and other individual difference variables unrelated to the current study. After approximately 1 month, the participants who completed phase one were asked to participate in the second phase in a laboratory. They were then given our stimulus materials and were asked to edit a paragraph in a promotional brochure about the university that they attended. Our promotional brochure was based on the one used by Staw and Boettger (1990) with information in the brochure adjusted in order to be consistent with the current university.

We conducted a 2 (procedural fairness: low or high) × 3 (goal setting: grammar goal, truthful content goal, or nonspecific goal) factorial design. Participants were randomly assigned to one of the six conditions. Upon entering the laboratory, they were told:

*We are preparing a promotional brochure to recruit high school students across the nation to [university name] and we need some help with the preparation of this brochure (i.e., assistance with editing the brochure).*

The researcher then first asked participants to answer an initial set of questions unrelated to the present study. At this time, a different researcher entered the room and executed the justice manipulation. During the initial sign-up of this study, participants were told that the extra credit for their management class was conditional on participating in two 1-hour phases of a study. In the high procedural fairness condition (N = 99), participants were given information consistent with what they were told previously (i.e., that they would need to participate in two phases to receive extra credit).
However, in the low procedural fairness condition \((N = 107)\), participants were given *inconsistent* information. In particular, these participants were told that they would have to participate in a third phase before they would receive extra credit. Consistency is one of the six procedural justice criteria outlined by Leventhal, Karuza, and Fry (1980), and corresponds with one of the items used by Colquitt (2001) to measure procedural justice (i.e., 'To what extent have those procedure been applied consistently?'). Following phase two, all participants were told in a debriefing session that there would be no additional phases and they all received the same amount of extra credit.

Next, participants were given a one-page fact sheet with background information about the university. This fact sheet, as described below, provided information for editing the brochure and refuted five untrue statements that served as our measure of proactive preventive behavior. Participants had 2 minutes to read the fact sheet, and were allowed to look back at this fact sheet during the rest of the study.

Next, participants received the goal-setting manipulation. The grammar goal was operationalized using a goal that focused participants' attention on only one aspect of the task: correcting the grammar of the brochure. Specifically, participants assigned to this condition \((N = 65)\) were told to *pay attention to transitions, subject-verb agreement, correct diction, and syntax – all those grammar errors we were taught at school but rarely practiced. Please correct all 5 grammar errors. Try to achieve this goal in your revision.* Also, they were told that there were ten errors in total in the brochure, five of which were grammar errors.

The truthful content goal was operationalized using a goal that focused participants' attention on correcting untruthful statements. We augmented Staw and Boettger's (1990) accuracy language to include truthfulness and honesty in the goal instructions. Specifically, participants assigned to this condition \((N = 68)\) were told to *pay attention to making sure that the paragraphs portray an accurate picture of being a student here in [university's city]. We want to be sure that the information honestly portrays [university name]. Please correct all 5 untruthful statements. Try to achieve this goal in your revision.* As in the grammar goal condition, they were told that there were ten errors in total, five of which were untruthful statements.

The participants assigned to the nonspecific goal condition \((N = 73)\) were told to make any changes necessary to improve the promotion brochure. They were told: *Please read the following section from the promotional brochure. We think it needs some work. You can make any changes you wish.* Appendix 1 includes a complete list of the brochure errors, which contained five grammar mistakes and five untrue statements about the university and the town in which it is located.

**Dependent variable**

Proactive preventive behavior was measured as the number of corrections made to the factual content of the promotional brochure (e.g., Staw & Boettger, 1990), with values ranging from 0 (no corrections) to 5 (all five untrue statements corrected). Importantly, the fact sheet clearly indicated that the five untrue statements were false statements. Moreover, the untrue statements in the brochure embellished or exaggerated aspects of the university and/or the town to persuade the reader to view the university in a more positive light. Three raters who were unaware of the experimental conditions and manipulations individually judged the number of untruthful statements identified by participants. Any disagreements subsequently were resolved by discussion and the raters reached complete consensus.

**Manipulation checks**

We included two sets of items to check whether our procedural justice manipulation was successful. First, we included two comprehension items to check that the students understood the

---

1We presented the brochure used in Study 1 to a separate sample of 25 undergraduate students at the same school where the studies were run to assess whether the five untrue statements were perceived as intentionally deceptive information. Results indicated that participants agreed that these statements were lies rather than true statements.
procedural justice manipulation. These items were: ‘I will need to participate in phase three to receive all 10 extra credit points’ and ‘I can receive all 10 extra credit points by the end of phase two.’ Further, we used three items slightly modified from Colquitt’s (2001) procedural justice measure and one additional item to verify that our manipulation influenced the participant’s perceptions of procedural justice. An example was: ‘Those procedures used in the experiment were applied consistently.’ The fourth item was: ‘The researchers used well-designed and -implemented methods to determine how outcomes such as lottery tickets were distributed’ (α = 0.79). In addition, we measured perceptions of distributive and interactional justice.2

To assess whether or not our goal-setting manipulations were successful, we asked participants to what extent they agreed with the following two statements: ‘I was given directions to improve the grammar of the paragraph’ and ‘I was given directions to make the paragraph as truthful as possible to prospective students.’ Participants responded to all manipulation check items on a 7-point Likert scale (1 = strongly disagree, 7 = strongly agree).

**Control variables**
We controlled for the following demographic information in this study: gender (1 = female; 2 = male), year in school (1 = freshman, 2 = sophomore, 3 = junior, and 4 = senior), and age (1 = under 18; 2 = 18; 3 = 19; 4 = 20; 5 = 21; 6 = 22; 7 = 23; 8 = 24; 9 = 25; 10 = over 25). In addition, using the Positive and Negative Affect Schedule (Watson, Clark, & Tellegen, 1988), we controlled for negativity affectivity (α = 0.85) because it has been shown to relate to employees’ deviance directed toward their organization and coworkers (Aquino, Lewis, & Bradfield, 1999). Using Aquino and Reed’s (2002) 10-item moral identity scale (α = 0.87), we controlled for self-importance of moral identity because it could affect sensitivity to justice as a signal of moral and social norms.

Goal commitment was controlled as well because it has been found to be an important factor linking goals to performance (Locke & Latham, 1990). After the goal was assigned, but before participants began revising the brochure, we measured participants’ goal commitment using the 7-item scale developed by Hollenbeck, Williams, and Klein (1989) (α = 0.85).

Finally, we expected that students who more closely identified with the university would be likely to spend more effort correcting the paragraph. Organizational identification was measured by the inclusion of other in the self scale (Aron, Aron, & Smollan, 1992), which is a single-item pictorial measure of individuals’ interpersonal interconnectedness.

**Results**

**Manipulation checks**
We conducted analysis of variance tests to determine if our manipulations were successful. For our two-item procedural justice comprehension check, results showed that participants in the low procedural justice condition agreed more with the statement that they needed to participate in a third phase of the study to receive extra credit (M = 4.88, SD = 2.09) than in the high procedural justice condition (M = 1.30, SD = 0.73), F (1, 187) = 249.43, p ≤ .05; and participants in the high procedural justice condition agreed more with the statement that they would receive their extra credit at the end of the second phase (M = 6.78, SD = 0.63) than in the low procedural justice condition (M = 3.45, SD = 2.26), F (1, 187) = 189.35, p ≤ .05. Also, results on the 4-item procedural justice scale showed that those participants in the high procedural justice condition

---

2Procedural justice has shown a stronger predicting power on organizational citizenship behaviors than other dimensions of justice (Moorman, Niehoff, & Organ, 1993; Organ & Moorman, 1993), but we included distributive and interactional justice items as a control in order to cleanly establish the effects of procedural justice. We assessed participants’ distributive justice perceptions with the following items: ‘The outcome reflects the effort I have put into the work,’ ‘The outcome is appropriate for the work I completed,’ and ‘Given my performance, my outcome is justified’ (1 = strongly disagree; 7 = strongly agree). These items were averaged to create a distributive justice scale (α = 0.92). We assessed interactional justice perceptions with the item: ‘The experimenter treated me fairly’ (1 = strongly disagree; 7 = strongly agree).
(M = 4.97, SD = 1.08) perceived that the experimenters were more procedurally fair than in the low procedural justice condition (M = 4.67, SD = 0.85), F(1, 187) = 4.57, p ≤ .05. Importantly, the manipulation did not perturb perceptions of distributive justice in either conditions, F(2, 205) = 0.81, n.s., or interactional justice, F(2, 205) = 0.80, n.s. Thus, these results indicated that our procedural justice manipulation worked as intended.

Both goal-setting manipulation checks demonstrated a significant main effect on our goal-setting independent variable, F(2, 187) = 21.25, p ≤ .05 and F(2, 187) = 22.30, p ≤ .05, respectively. Pairwise comparisons on these manipulation checks in the three goal-setting conditions indicated that participants in the grammar goal condition (M = 5.41, SD = 1.51) agreed more with the statement that they were given directions to improve the grammar of the paragraph than participants in the truthful content goal (M = 3.67, SD = 1.91, mean difference = 1.76, SE = 0.32, p ≤ .05) and nonspecific goal (M = 3.62, SD = 1.86, mean difference = 1.80, SE = 0.31, p ≤ .05) conditions. Also, participants in the truthful content goal condition (M = 5.35, SD = 1.32) agreed more with the statement that they were given directions to make the paragraph as truthful as possible than participants in the grammar goal (M = 3.38, SD = 1.87, mean difference = 1.97, SE = 0.30, p ≤ .05) and nonspecific goal (M = 3.97, SD = 1.78, mean difference = 1.38, SE = 0.29, p ≤ .05) conditions. Further, for these manipulation checks there were no significant procedural justice main effects or interactional effects. Therefore, these results indicated that our goal-setting manipulation was successful.

Analysis

We conducted analysis of covariance on proactive preventive behavior to test our hypotheses. Results are shown in Table 1. Consistent with Hypothesis 1, we found a main effect of procedural justice such that proactive preventive behavior was higher in the high (M = 1.66, SD = 1.21) rather than low (M = 1.35, SD = 1.17) procedural justice condition; F(1, 185) = 3.78, p ≤ .05, η² = 0.02. Consistent with Hypothesis 2, the main effect was qualified by a significant interaction between goal setting and procedural justice, F(2, 185) = 2.96, p ≤ .05, η² = 0.03. Figure 1 plots this interaction.

To further examine this interactive effect, we conducted two analysis of covariances using the same controls as in the previous analysis and separating our sample by whether or not

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>η²</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>1, 185</td>
<td>2.64</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>1, 185</td>
<td>2.69†</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year in school</td>
<td>1, 185</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative affectivity</td>
<td>1, 185</td>
<td>4.98*</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizational identification</td>
<td>1, 185</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-importance of moral identity</td>
<td>1, 185</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goal commitment</td>
<td>1, 185</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goal setting</td>
<td>2, 185</td>
<td>14.04**</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Procedural justice (factor)</td>
<td>1, 185</td>
<td>3.78*</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goal setting × procedural justice</td>
<td>2, 185</td>
<td>2.96*</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

†p < .10
*p < .05
**p < .01
participants received a truthful content goal. The results indicated that procedural justice had a positive effect on proactive preventive behavior for those participants who received nonspecific or grammar performance goals, $F(1, 122) = 7.65, p \leq .01, \eta^2 = 0.06$, whereas procedural justice was not significantly related to proactive preventive behavior for those participants who received a truthful content performance goal, $F(1, 58) = 0.33, p > .10, \eta^2 = 0.01$.

Though not focal to our investigation, we also note that there was a main effect of goal setting on proactive preventive behavior, $F(2, 185) = 14.04, p \leq .05, \eta^2 = 0.13$ (Table 1). Specifically, participants showed more proactive preventive behavior when assigned a truthful content performance goal ($M = 1.94, SD = 1.09$) than when assigned a grammar performance goal ($M = 0.92, SD = 1.13$), mean difference = 1.02, SE = 0.20, $p \leq .05$, but not significantly different from the nonspecific goal condition ($M = 1.65, SD = 1.14$), mean difference = 0.29, SE = 0.19, $p > .05$. This is consistent with past research (Staw & Boettger, 1990).

**Discussion**

Overall, we found support for our prediction that procedural justice increases proactive preventive behavior, but only when a clear referent for engaging in such behavior is not otherwise specified. These findings support the group-value model of justice (e.g., Lind & Tyler, 1988; Tyler & Lind, 1992) by demonstrating that people use procedural fairness information to know their status and value in the group. When they feel they are highly valued group members, they will have increased identification with the group and would proactively perform the task to make the group better-off. Thus, procedural justice could increase their tendency to correcting the dishonest, potentially harmful, or morally unacceptable information created by others. Second, our findings suggest that procedural justice is a possible antidote for the emerging findings that goal setting, if not specified correctly, may encourage a problematically narrow attentional and behavioral focus (e.g., Staw & Boettger, 1990; Shah & Kruglanski, 2002; Ordonez et al., 2009). Our finding that procedural justice has a greater effect when goals convey uncertainty about the importance of integrity is also consistent with the uncertainty management model of justice (e.g., Van den Bos & Lind, 2002).

---

3Because our dependent measure is a count variable, we also tested our hypotheses using Poisson regression with dummy-coded variables included to indicate goal-setting condition. The Poisson results replicated the analysis of variance results. The analysis yielded a significant main effect of procedural justice ($B = 0.22, p < .01$) and a significant interaction between procedural justice and goal assignment ($B = -0.26, p < .05$). Probing the significant interaction indicates that procedural justice had a positive effect on proactive preventive behavior for those participants who received a nonspecific or grammar goal ($B = 0.21, p < .05$), but procedural justice had no effect on those who received a truthful content goal ($B = -0.03$, n.s.).
In the following study, we were interested in a situation where ambiguity stemmed from receiving goals that focused both on grammar and the truthfulness of the content. A dual goal condition is likely to more closely mirror real workplace situations where employees must juggle multiple priorities. Investigations of multiple simultaneous goals (e.g., Erez, Gopher, & Arzi, 1990; Kernan & Lord, 1990; Shalley, 1991; Locke, Smith, Erez, Chah, & Schaffer, 1994; DeShon, Kozlowski, Schmidt, Milner, & Wiechman, 2004) suggest that people tend to prioritize one goal or another in order to manage the conflicting nature of the task. Thus, we expect that the dual goal condition will create uncertainty for people in terms of which behavior is more valued, and procedural justice will significantly increase proactive preventive behaviors for those participants.

**Study 2**

**Method**

**Participants**

A total of 97 undergraduate students from a management course at a large southern university participated in the study. Participants were told that their participation was voluntary and confidentiality was guaranteed. Students received extra credit points in their management course for their participation. Among the participants, 43 percent were female, 89% were between 18 and 22 years of age, 86% were Caucasian, and 93% were native English speakers.

**Procedures**

The procedures and goal manipulations of Study 2 were similar to that of Study 1, again with two separate phases. The differences are noted below.

Participants were given the brochure revision task in Study 1. But in Study 2, we focused on three grammar mistakes and three untrue statements (grammar errors 1, 2, and 3 and untrue statements 1, 3, and 5 in Appendix 1).

Participants were randomly assigned to a grammar goal (N = 33) or truthful content goal (N = 35) condition, which were the same goal manipulations used in Study 1. However, in Study 2 we introduced a different type of uncertain situation: a dual goal condition (N = 29) where both a grammar goal and a truthful content goal were assigned. Participants in the dual goal condition were told to ‘pay attention to transitions, subject-verb agreement, correct diction, and syntax – all those grammar rules we were taught at school but rarely practiced. You also need to pay attention to making sure the brochure portrays an accurate picture of being a student here in [university’s city] and honestly portrays [university name]. Please try to achieve these goals by catching 3 grammar errors and 3 untruthful statements in your revision, and mark any changes on the brochure.’ The order of the presentation of the grammar and truthful content goal instructions within the brochure was randomized, and the results showed that the order of presentation had no effect.

Procedural justice was measured with Colquitt’s (2001) 7-item scale. An example was: ‘Those procedures used in the experiment were applied consistently’ (1 = strongly disagree, 7 = strongly agree; α = 0.70).

**Dependent variable**

As with Study 1, our proactive preventive behavior-dependent variable focused on the sum of the untrue statements identified and corrected by participants, rated by three judges, with values ranging from 0 to 3.

4We originally intended to manipulate procedural justice by allowing individuals to voice their opinions in this study, but the manipulation was unsuccessful and had no effect on any of the justice manipulation checks, nor did the manipulation affect any other variable we collected. Therefore, we focused all analyses on the measured procedural justice scale. As a further conservative test, we re-ran all analyses in Table 2 controlling for the manipulation, but it still had no effect and did not change the results. Thus, it is dropped from all analyses reported here.
**Manipulation checks**

To assess whether or not our goal-setting manipulations were successful, participants were asked to what extent they recognized the goal they were assigned. Participants in each condition responded to the statements: ‘I corrected all of the grammar errors in the brochure,’ and ‘I corrected all of the untrue statements in the brochure’ (1 = strongly disagree; 7 = strongly agree).

**Control variables**

We controlled for age (1 = under 18; 2 = 18; 3 = 19; 4 = 20; 5 = 21; 6 = 22; 7 = 23; 8 = 24; 9 = 25; 10 = over 25). In addition, whether participants were native English speakers (1 = native; 2 = nonnative) was controlled for because contrary to Study 1, this sample includes both native and nonnative English speakers, which could affect comfort with grammatical edits. We also measured organizational identification and goal commitment ($\alpha = 0.74$) using the same items described in Study 1.

**Results**

**Manipulation checks**

We conducted planned pairwise comparisons of mean ratings on the goal comprehension manipulation checks. As expected, participants in the two conditions where a truthful content goal was assigned (i.e., the truthful content goal condition and the dual goal condition) agreed more with the statement ‘I corrected all of the untrue statements in the brochure’ ($M = 5.00$, $SD = 1.24$) than participants who were only assigned a grammar goal ($M = 4.24$, $SD = 1.80$), $F(1, 93) = 5.77$, $p < .05$. Participants in the two conditions where a grammar goal was assigned (i.e., the grammar goal condition and dual goal condition) agreed more with the statement ‘I corrected all of the grammar errors in the brochure’ ($M = 4.72$, $SD = 1.34$) than participants who were only assigned a truthful content goal ($M = 4.17$, $SD = 1.56$), $F(1, 93) = 3.23$, $p < .05$ (one-tailed).

**Analysis**

We conducted analysis of covariance on proactive preventive behavior to test our hypotheses. Consistent with our hypotheses, results in Table 2 demonstrated a significant main effect of procedural justice, $F(1, 83) = 12.30$, $p < .01$, $\eta^2_p = 0.13$. In addition, there was an interaction between goal setting and procedural justice, $F(2, 83) = 3.29$, $p < .05$, $\eta^2_p = 0.07$.

To further examine the interactive effects between goal setting and procedural justice, we conducted three analysis of covariances using the same controls as in the previous analysis and separating our sample by whether or not the participants received a truthful content goal, a grammar goal, or both goals. As predicted and illustrated in Figure 2, the results indicated that

| Table 2. Analysis of covariance results of the effect of procedural justice on proactive preventive behavior in Study 2 |
|---|---|---|---|
| Variable | df | $F$ | $\eta^2_p$ |
| Age | 1, 83 | 1.71 | 0.02 |
| Native English speaker | 1, 83 | 0.20 | 0.00 |
| Goal commitment | 1, 83 | 0.20 | 0.00 |
| Organizational identification | 1, 83 | 0.01 | 0.00 |
| Goal setting | 2, 83 | 4.27* | 0.09 |
| Procedural justice (scale) | 1, 83 | 12.30** | 0.13 |
| Goal setting × procedural justice | 2, 83 | 3.29* | 0.07 |

* $p < .10$  
* $p < .05$  
** $p < .01$
procedural justice had a positive effect on proactive preventive behavior for those participants who received a grammar goal, $B = 0.71$, $SE = 0.22$, $t = 3.28$, $p \leq .01$, $\eta^2 = 0.29$; or both goals together, $B = 0.59$, $SE = 0.27$, $t = 2.16$, $p \leq .05$, $\eta^2 = 0.18$. But procedural justice was not significantly related to proactive preventive behavior for those participants who received a truthful content goal, $B = 0.08$, $SE = 0.21$, $t = 0.36$, $p > .10$, $\eta^2 = 0.01$.5

**Discussion**

Study 2 replicates and extends our findings from Study 1, demonstrating once again that procedural justice predicts proactive preventive behavior for situations where behavioral values and norms are ambiguous or uncertain, but that the presence of a goal that makes norms salient attenuates the effects of procedural justice. This study builds on the previous study by utilizing a different operational definition of procedural justice, and by including a mixed goal condition that provided a different source of uncertainty than was evident in Study 1. Indeed, the results of Study 2 suggest that providing multiple goals can result in similar effects as providing no goal at all, whereby in both cases the participant is potentially unsure of what is more valued by the organization and hence relies on procedural justice as a cue to engage in proactive preventive behavior. It is only when employees are given specific information that mis-statements need to be corrected will the function of procedural justice be reduced.

**General Discussion**

Across two experiments, we consistently found that procedural justice has a positive effect on employees’ proactive preventive behaviors, specifically, in the form of task revision. In addition, procedural justice interacts with goal setting to predict proactive preventive behavior, such that the relationship between procedural justice and proactive preventive behavior was stronger when individuals were assigned (1) goals specifically focused on aspects of performance other than truth and accuracy, (2) nonspecific goals, or (3) multiple goals, relative to when individuals were assigned goals explicitly focused on truthfulness of content.

---

5We re-ran all analyses using Poisson regression due to the count-dependent variable, and the results were consistent with the analysis of variance. There was a significant main effect of procedural justice ($B = 0.28$, $p < .05$) and a significant interaction between procedural justice and goal assignment ($B = 0.46$, $p < .05$). Procedural justice had a positive effect on proactive preventive behavior for those participants who received a grammar goal ($B = 0.65$, $p < .01$) or dual goals ($B = 0.40$, $p < .05$, one-tailed), but procedural justice had no effect on those who received a truthful content goal ($B = 0.03$, n.s.).
Theoretical contributions

The current study contributes to employees’ extra-role behavior at the workplace, especially their proactive preventive behavior. Organizations often try to encourage employee’s proactive promotional behaviors, but their preventive behaviors are at least equally important and protect individuals within the organization from engaging in erroneous behaviors. The current study enriches our understanding on when employees would be likely to engage in such proactive preventive behaviors. Second, our findings speak to organizational justice scholars interested in group-value model (e.g., Lind & Tyler, 1988; Tyler & Lind, 1992) and the uncertainty-management model (e.g., Van den Bos & Lind, 2002) by providing some preliminary evidence for the proactive performance benefits of acting in a procedurally fair manner, particularly when the job requirement is otherwise uncertain. We extended Staw and Boettger’s (1990) work and showed that procedural justice can act as a normative cue in situations where people are given multiple goals, vague (nonspecific) goals, or when other task expectations are specified but not truthfulness or accuracy.

Moreover, the capacity for procedural justice to offset the negative influence of narrowly specified goals on proactive preventive behavior contributes to the literature on the mixed effects of performance goals, which tend to focus people’s attention on one narrow aspect of a task while shielding attention from other important aspects of the task (e.g., Locke & Bryan, 1969; Kanfer & Ackerman, 1989; Staw & Boettger, 1990; Shah & Kruglanski, 2002), including ethical considerations (Schweitzer, Ordonez, & Douma, 2004; Barsky, 2008; Ordonez et al., 2009). Thus, we further advance Staw and Boettger’s (1990) work, which only discussed the undesirable effects of goal setting.

Managerial implications

If managers wish to promote proactive preventive behavior, then our results suggest that such behavior is at its best when a performance goal that emphasizes integrity or quality assurance is assigned, or if an ambiguous goal or multiple goals are assigned and procedurally fair treatment is perceived at the same time. Without the interactive effect of procedural justice and goal setting, our work may have troubling implications for managers, with task performance goals hindering proactive preventive behavior (e.g., ethical performance). This tradeoff between economic performance or productivity and other functional behaviors (such as proactive preventive behavior) is an unavoidable aspect of organizational life (Staw & Boettger, 1990; Wright et al., 1993), and ‘the dilemma for organizations is managing the tension between business needs and ethical actions’ (Gottlieb & Sanzgiri, 1996: 1276). The interactive effect of procedural justice and goal setting, however, implies that, by treating employees in a procedurally fair manner, organizations may increase such functional behaviors even when other necessary task-oriented goals are set.

Limitations and opportunities for future research

Our findings must be viewed in light of the limitations of our study. First, despite the causal evidence afforded by data derived from experimental research, the generalizability of our findings is limited. Our findings need to be validated in future field studies.

Second, our investigation on proactive preventive behavior involves the correction of deception, which is a behavior that arguably has potential ethical implications. However, we focused on a relatively narrow criterion. Although we chose to focus specifically on correcting untrue/inaccurate statements which may mislead readers of the brochure, it may be fruitful to investigate whether the compensatory influence of procedural justice and goal setting holds for other overtly ethical behaviors such as constructive deviance (e.g., Warren, 2003) and whistleblowing (Miceli & Near, 1992; Gundlach, Douglas, & Martinko, 2003). We expect that theoretically those studies should show similar relationships as reported here. Thus far, justice researchers have investigated the negative relationship between organizational justice and primarily deviant behavior (e.g., Greenberg, 2002), whereas only a handful of studies (e.g.,
Treviño & Weaver, 2001) examined the positive relationship between procedural justice and ethical behavior. Our findings tentatively suggest that fair treatment might potentially increase ethical behavior, though future work should more explicitly investigate this relationship to determine if these findings generalize to various forms of proactive ethical behavior (e.g., voluntarily reporting flaws in a product or service) and other forms of organizational justice (e.g., distributive and interactional justice).

Third, we manipulated procedural justice in Study 1 on one of the six Leventhal et al.’s (1980) criteria, namely, consistency. Although previous research usually manipulated procedural justice on a particular criteria (e.g., Greenberg, 1987; Lind, Kanfer, & Earley, 1990; Van Prooijen, Van den Bos, & Wilke, 2002), it has to be noted that this is a rather restrictive manipulation. Future research that replicates our findings with procedural justice manipulation on other criteria is encouraged. Realizing this limitation, in our Study 2, we operationalize procedural justice with Colquitt’s (2001) 7-item scale, instead of manipulating it. This may mitigate this particular limitation.

Another ripe area for future research would be to test the compensatory influence of justice and goal setting by examining fundamentally different types of goals. Our work suggests that procedural justice can offset the tendency for some types of performance goals to cause individuals to construe their tasks too narrowly. It would be valuable to consider how goals focused on learning, rather than performance (e.g., Kanfer & Ackerman, 1989; Seijts & Latham, 2005), might interact with justice to determine proactive preventive behavior and other counter-role or prosocial behaviors. Learning-oriented goals focus attention on acquiring knowledge and developing strategies, thus encouraging processing information more broadly. From the perspective of the current investigation, learning-oriented goals might also promote more task revision relative to performance-oriented goals, since learning-goals are not focused on an end result. Therefore, the compensatory effect of procedural justice on learning goals might be reduced. We encourage future research to examine this possibility.

Last but not the least, the group-value model suggests that when people perceive procedural fairness, they identify more with the group (Tyler, 1989). According to the literature on group identification, the more members identify with a group, the more likely they would follow the group norm instead of challenging it (Hogg, 1992; Hogg & Hains, 1996; Hogg & Terry, 2000). But meanwhile, when members identify with the group, they would also volunteer helping behaviors to make the group better (e.g., Colquitt, Conlon, Wesson, Porter, & Ng, 2001). In the current research, we follow the latter argument and do find a direct effect from procedural justice to proactive preventive behavior, but it does not fully rule out the other possibility. Future research is needed to investigate the contextual and personal factors that may trigger one particular mechanism.

Conclusion

Proactive preventive behavior needs more attention from both researchers and practitioners. Using two experiments, we showed that procedural justice could increase such desirable behaviors from employees. In addition, we also find that procedural justice may provide a possible antidote to compensate for the downsides of narrowly focused goals. Moreover, procedural justice facilitates proactive performance primarily in situations where there is uncertainty surrounding organizational values and norms (i.e., when goals are not specific, or when multiple goals are assigned). Thus, procedural justice can be combined with performance goals to reap the valuable aspects of goal setting while minimizing some of the unwanted side effects.
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Appendix 1
Grammar Errors and Untrue Statements within the Promotional Brochure

Grammar Errors

1. [University name], the state’s first public institution of higher education, was openly on [date when it opened] as the [original university name].
2. In [date when the name changed], the name of the institution were changed to [university name] to more accurately reflect its expanding role as a leader in teaching, research, and public service for the state, nation, and world.
3. Originally, the initials [first initial] and [second initial] represent [first word in the university’s name] and [second work in the university’s name].
4. [University name] have now become a land-grant, sea-grant, and space-grant institution located in [university’s city].
5. [University name] are a good place for being an undergraduate student for several reasons.

Untrue Statement Errors

1. The university’s enrollment totals approximately [enrollment] students studying for degrees in 10 academic colleges, and the school has the most diverse student population in the [university’s state].
2. [University’s city] has a big city feel to it and is considered a metropolitan city by many people.
3. The city is centrally located, being approximately 30 minutes from four of the 10 largest cities in the United States ([three cities more than 60 miles from the university’s city]) and the state capital ([the state capital in which the university is located]).
4. The university also has the best public transportation system operating on and off campus among the universities in the nation.
5. Furthermore, the school waives tuition for both domestic and international students.

NOTE: The underlined regions of the above text are the errors within the promotion brochure.